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any of the features of zbrush, your license must be activated on the computer where
it is installed. if you are a single-user, you can activate the software on a second
computer. however, you will have to deactivate the software on the first computer.
this article applies to zbrush/zbrushcore 2018 and above. earlier versions are no
longer supported. moving your software between computers is quite simple. note:
single-user licenses allow two concurrent activations, provided that you never
actually run both copies at the same time. if you want to have zbrush on a second
computer, you do not need to first deactivate it from the original machine. follow
these steps: first, deactivate from your old computer: zbrush for windows can be
deactivated in several ways: deactivate your current zbrush installation from the
zbrush for windows control panel: locate the zbrush for windows program, click
options, and choose deactivate from the list. deactivate your current zbrush
installation from the zbrush for windows control panel: find zbrush in your program
files directory, right-click the file, and choose deactivate. (you may need to check
the box to remove the file from the recycle bin.)
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you can also check the version of the operating system running on the computer by
typing the following command in a command prompt window: wmic os get name,

versionif zbrush is not installed, you will see an error message. this is normal
behavior. if you get an error message, go back to the previous step and try to install

again. if you get an error message when you install, it is likely that the file
zbrush.exe was not downloaded correctly. try to download it again and try to install
again. if this message pops up again, try to download the program from a different

link. we have been using the file sqlite-file.db as a preferred interface. we have
decided to move on to the other file system sqlite-internal.db. the file sqlite-

internal.db is an internal database file for zbrush. the file sqlite-file.db is an external
database file that is used for the user interface. we have moved from file sqlite-
file.db to file sqlite-internal.db for sqlite-file.db database crashes and for better
performance. we have also started using the file sqlite-internal.db for all edit

operations. hence the file sqlite-internal.db is the new preferred database file. sqlite-
internal.db is an internal database file for zbrush. if you are a novice user then you
don’t need to worry. sqlite-internal.db is an open-source database that comes with
the windows operating system. as long as you have a properly configured system
and you have a valid copy of microsoft sql server, you will be able to view and edit

your data in sqlite-internal.db. if you don’t have a valid copy of microsoft sql server,
then you will not be able to view or edit your data in sqlite-internal. 5ec8ef588b
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